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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Every law enforcement officer, who in the regular course of duty, investigates a motor vehi-
cle accident resulting in injury to or death of any person or damage to the property of
any one person to an apparent extent of $500.00 or more is required by Texas law to for-
ward a written report of such accident to the Department of Public Safety within 10 days
of the accident. Reports of investigated accidents involving property damage of less than
$500.00 should also be submitted to Statistical Services. Such report is required to be made
on the forms approved by the Department. Only black ink or typewriter ribbon should be

used and in all cases be certain that all information is legible.

2. All motor vehicle accidents are to be reported giving sufficient circumstances surrounding
the accident to provide data for accident prevention and proper classification according
to nationally accepted standards. To assist the Department in ruling on questionable
deaths, death certificates, coroner's rulings or other data which can be used to assist in
classifying deaths should be submitted in addition to the report. The Department will ad-
vise the investigating agency of the classification.

3. Non-contact traffic units should be identified and reported. A non-contact traffic unit is
a vehicle, pedestrian, etc., which contributes to an accident by unusual or illegal behavior
but strikes nothing and suffers neither damage nor injury. Information on a non-contact
unit including any factors contributing to the accident should be reported on the acci-
dent report the same as if it had been in actual contact; i.e., the vehicle and driver
information should be shown in the space provided for units in the accident.

4. Sometimes, in the same area and within a short time, several motor vehicles may be in-
volved in accidents, in such chain reaction accidents, it is frequently difficult to deter-
mine afterward whether this event was one accident without a moment in which the acci-
dent situation was stabilized, or whether several accidents occurred with the accident
situation stabilized between separate accidents. Consequently, for purposes of uniformi-
ty, consider such chain reaction accidents to be single motor vehicle accidents, unless
a stabilized situation can be established between the several events that may occur in
such chain reaction accidents.

When a chain of events is definitely broken by time or place, the events should be reported
as separate accidents. Example: A car plows into an accident which has occurred a few
minutes before; a car strikes a parked car, drives down the street for some distance and
hits another car; or two cars collide in the roadway, and a third vehicle avoids the colli-
sion by leaving the roadway and injury or damage results. Such cases should be reported
as separate accidents on two reports.

5. An accident must result in some damage and/or injury. If there is no damage or injury, a
report should not be submitted even though the event is investigated.

6. These instructions have been written to cover most situations which arise in motor vehi-
cle accident investigations. A few situations may arise where these instructions are not
completely applicable. In such instances use the instructions most applicable and explain
under "Investigator's Narrative Opinion of What Happened" so that proper classification
and chargeability may be determined.

[ 7. Both sides of the report must be completed. A separate Commercial Motor Vehicle Supple-
ment Form ST-3C must be completed for each commercial motor vehicle involved in a
motor vehicle traffic accident (see page 28).

8. Texas statutes permit citizens to donate parts of their bodies for medical use. Authoriza-
tion for this donation may be indicated on the reverse side of a driver's license. When of-
ficers investigate an accident in which a person is killed or appears to have sustained
injuries which may result in death and the victim has authorized an anatomical gift, of-
ficers should send the driver's license to the hospital or morgue with the victim. Officer's
should also ask the ambulance attendant to advise the persons receiving the victim that
authorization has been made.



FRONT OF BASIC REPORT

PLACE WHERE
ACCIDENT OCCURRED 

LDC. N0.
COUNTY CITY OR TOWN

IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS, [I L7 Li Li sVDW YINY IF CITY LMITS
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN MILES NORTH S E W OF DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE

CLT DR TDWN

- - DPS N0.

ROAD ON WHICH 
CONSTR. (.) YES SPEED [CACCIDENT OCCURRED ZONT.E Y ND LIMID C.

INTERSECTING STREET BLOCK NUMBER STREET OR ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER pR STREET CODE Z _EG N II
OR RR X'ING NUMBER NSTR. L YES SPEED CODE _____ SEVERITY _

R0RCK NUMBER STREET _R ROAD NAME RUrE NUMBER OR STREET LOGE Z ND LIMIT

NOT AT INTERSECTION Q FT. Q Q l C OF TP

IFMI. N OEEW " O TNEREVElSTNTERSECTIN TREE R EREN IN- FAT. REC. _ DR. REC.

PLACE WHERE ACCIDENT OCCURRED

The location and classification of an accident is determ.ned by the first harmful event. The
first harmful event is the first occurrence in a traffic accident that results in damage or injury.
This occurrence determines the time and place of the accident.

COUNTY . Always show the county in which the accident occurred based on the first harm-
ful event.

CITY OR TOWN - Show name of city or town in which the accident occurred. If the accident
occurred outside a city or town, leave blank or put a dash.

NOTE: Cities reproducing this form may modify this section to suit local needs as long as
city and county identification is clearly shown

DISTANCE AND DIRECTION FROM NEAREST TOWN - If the accident occurred inside a
city or town, leave blank or put dash.

DISTANCE - Show the distance from the city limits of the nearest city or town; or the city
or town from which the accident location can most easily be established. (For exam-
ple: A city or town five miles away on the same road as that on which the accident
occurred would be better to use than one three mi es away cross-country using back
roads and short cuts.) The distance should be showr in miles and tenths of miles unless
it is 500 feet or less in which case show in feet.

DIRECTION - Check appropriate box or boxes, as "S" for south, "S" and "W" for south-
west, etc.

OF - Show name of city or town from which the dis-ance was measured.

ROAD ON WHICH ACCIDENT OCCURRED

BLOCK NUMBER - If blocks are numbered, show official block number.

STREET OR ROAD NAME, ROUTE NUMBER OR STREET CODE - Use official street name,
number or letter. If the street or road on which the accident occurred is a designated
federal or state highway, show highway designation and number, using commonly ac-
cepted abbreviations, such as IH for interstate highway, US for other federal, SH for state
highways, and FM for farm-to-market or ranch-to-marset roads. When the highway has



more than one highway designation, such as a US highway and a state highway

using the same roadway, use the highest designation (IH as first, US as second, SH as
third and FM as fourth). When a highway has more than one number within a designa-

tion (as US 81 and US 77), use the lowest number. Cities participating in the urban coding

project, place the street code following the route number. In cases where the street is
not a numbered highway, place street code in this location.

To establish a complete location, frontage or service roads, entrance ramps, exit ramps, and

crossovers must be distinguished from the major roadway but must retain the official highway
designation and number as the basic identification. Abbreviations may be used and descrip-

tion of location shown as follows:

a. Frontage or Service Road -Show direction from the major roadway, such as IH 35 East Fron-

tage Road which may be abbreviated as IH 35 E FR, or IH 35 West Frontage Road shown

as IH 35 W FR.

b. Entrance or On Ramp - Show as IH 35 ON RP.

c. Exit or Off Ramp - Show as IH 35 OFF RP.

d. Crossover - Show as IH 35 X-OVER.

If the road is not a designated federal or state highway, show name of road or county
road number.

If the road is a county road but the name of the road and/or county road number is

unknown show as unknown county road from (name of town, community, or other perma-
nent reference point) to (name of town, community, or other permanent reference point).

CONSTRUCTION ZONE - Indicate whether or not this accident location is within a posted

construction zone by checking appropriate box. If the accident is related to the construc-
tion, explain briefly under "Investigator's Narrative Opinion of What Happened."

SPEED LIMIT- Show legal or posted speed limit for passenger cars on the road at this time

and location regardless of existing conditions. This is not to be construed as "Safe

Speed.' (Yellow and black speed advisory signs on curves, exit ramps, etc., are not speed
limit signs.)

INTERSECTING STREET OR RR X'ING NUMBER

This line will be completed only when the accident occurred IN an intersection with another

public street or road or at a railroad crossing. If the first harmful event was not IN an in-

tersection or at a railroad crossing, leave this line blank and complete information under

"Not At Intersection."

BLOCK NUMBER - If blocks of intersecting streets are numbered, show block number.

STREET OR ROAD NAME, ROUTE NUMBER OR STREET CODE -Show official street name,

number or letter of intersecting street. If the intersecting street or road is a designated

highway, show in the same manner as for the "Road On Which Accident Occurred."

Cities participating in the urban coding project will enter street code following the
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route number. In cases where the street is not a numbered highway, place street code
in this location.

CONSTRUCTION ZONE . Indicate whether or not the intersecting street is in a posted con-
struction zone.

SPEED LIMIT - Show legal or posted speed limit for passenger cars on the intersecting
street at this time and location regardless of existirg conditions. This is not to be con-
strued as "Safe Speed." (Yellow and black advisory signs on curves, exit ramps, etc., are
not speed limit signs.)

RAILROAD CROSSING NO. -The State Department of Highways and Public Transportation
has assigned numbers to all railroad grade crossings. This serial number on accident
reports will provide for accurate identification of the railroad crossing, the capability of
computer indexing high risk locations and evaluation of protective device requirements.

A sample of a crossing serial number (US DOT-ARR Crossing Inventory Number) is shown
below. This number will be on a card approximately 3 x 7 inches and will normally be
placed on the main upright of the railroad signal or sign just above eye level. There are
instances, however, where the number may be attached to a nearby telephone pole or
a post if no sign or signal is present.

SAMPLE

998 998 E
U.S. DOT-AAR CROSSING INVENTORY NUMBER

NOTE: Name of the Railroad will appear where the word "Sample" is located.

Show the appropriate railroad crossing serial numbers whenever an accident involves a
railroad grade crossing as a factor, regardless of whether a train was hit. The number should
be placed on the line for intersecting street or rr x'ing nu Tnber as shown in following example:

PLACE WHERE _- --- --_

ACCIDENT OCCURRED
COUNTY _______________ ___ ___ CITY OR TOWN ______________

IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS, I OR T 1HW ONY IF INSIDE C NY LIMIS
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN _ MILES NORTH S E W OF

CITY R TOWN -

ROAD ON WHICH CONSTR. YES SPEEDACCIDENT OCCURRED ____________________________________ _ ZONE !INO LIMIT
INTERSECTING STREET BLOCK NUMBER STREET OR ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER BR STREET C0DE CUOR N UMS T

OR RR X'ING NUMBER AT & SF RR X' ING 998998E 0NE I NO LIMITGLOCK NUMBER STREET OR ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER 3R STREET CODE

NOT AT INTERSECTION 1_ [IFT. |I II I 1 I OF
I ! MI. N S E W SHOW MILEPOST Ot NEAREST INTERSECTING NU MERE C HIGHWAYIF NONE. SHOW NEAREST INTERSECTING STREET OR REFERENCE POINT
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NOT IN INTERSECTION

If the accident was not IN an intersection, show the distance and direction from the nearest
permanent reference point. Permanent reference points are milepost markers, county lines,
intersections with designated federal or state highways, roads, streets, overpasses, under-
passes and identifiable bridges. When overpasses, underpasses or bridges are used as
reference points, sufficient information must be furnished to positively identify the respective
structure on maps or other reference material. This information should consist of the bridge
number (if available) and a description such as, Overpass at Bedford - Smithfield C. Rd., 2nd

Slough Bridge E of Brazos River - Bridge #100, etc.

The closer the location of the fixed reference point is to the accident location, the more precise-

ly the accident may be plotted. DO NOT use local business names such as the Hi-Ho Club,

etc., culverts or small bridges which cannot be positively identified as distinct from other

bridges in the area, etc., as the accident locations must be plotted by use of maps and other
reference material by persons who are not necessarily familiar with the locality.

DISTANCE - Show the distance from the reference point in feet unless the distance ex-

ceeds 500 feet in which case show in miles and/or tenths of miles. Indicate whether feet

or miles are used by checking appropriate box. If the accident occurred ON or IN a bridge,
overpass or underpass, the distance should be shown from one end of the structure.

DIRECTION - Check appropriate box or boxes, as "S" for south, "S" and "W" for southwest,
etc.

OF - Name of the reference point used.

EXAMPLES:

PLACE WHERE
ACCIDENT OCCURRED

COUNTY _ _ __

IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS,
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN

ROA ON WHICH
ACCIDENT OCCURRED

INTERSECTING STREET
OR RR X'ING NUMBER (N

NOT AT INTERSECTION .2_

CSHOW ONlY IF INSIDE CITY LIMITS
S I S E W I _I___________NINSIE__________

MILES NORlTH S E W OF CT R1w

CONSTR. I IYES SPEED
____________________________ ZONE lI ND LIMIT _____

kSUNREP STREET OR ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER OR STREET CODE CONSTR. J YES SPEED

RNUMBER STREEt OR ROAD NAPE ROUTE NUMBER OR STREE E ZONE I I NO IMIT

1FT. I IKi ; OP M.P. 28
MI. N S E W SHOW MILEPOST OR NEAREST INTERSECTING NUMBERED NCHWAN

If NONE. SHOW N EAREST INTERSECTING STREET DR REFERENCE POINT.
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PLACE WHERE
ACCIDENT OCCURRED

COUNTY _- - - - - C SHOW ONLY IF INSIDE CITY LIMITS

IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. I I
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN __ _ MILES NORTH S E W OF CT__ 0__Tw_

ROAD ON WHICH CONSTR. L I YES SPEED

ACCIDENT OCCURRED _ UBR SRE ODNAE RUENME RSRE ZONE I 1ND LIMIT ______

INTERSECTING STREET CC NUMBER STREET OR ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER OR STREET CODE CONSTR. I 1 YES SPEED

DR RH T'INS NUMRER ________________________________________ ZOND I NO LIMIT _____
BLOCS NUMBER STREET OR ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER OR STREET COOT

NOT AT INTERSECTION 100 ?'FT. J l I ! I I l OF I.H. 10 Overpass #075

._ _ MI. N S E W SHOW MILEPOST O NEAREST IRTESECTING AUNBEOE HIGHWAYLi MI.IF NONE. SHOW MEANEST INTENSECTING STREET DR REFERENCE POINT.



PLACE WHERE
ACCIDENT OCCURRED

COUNTY CITY OR TOWN
IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS, I I III ! I ] s00W O ty f NSIDE C0I0 uLIs
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN MILES NORTH S E W OF

nITY oR I0wN

ROAD ON WHICH CONSTR. I I YES SPEEDACCIDENT OCCURRED ZORE I NO LIMIT
INTERSECTING STREET O N MVBE R IRET OR RDAD NAME OOUTE NUMOE 00 STREOTCOU CONE I Y SPE L EMD

08 R XINGNUMERONSTR. I I YES SPEEDDR 0R N EING NUMBER _____A ___AME ___UTE__UMBE _____ETCOE _ZONE 1 I ND LIMIT

NOT AT INTERSECTION 2 I I FT. ! I IL I OF S. End of Colorado R. Bridgg
0 9 9

2 MI. N S E W IF LD M A 7TfEC G N YBEMD.IC A

PLACE WHERE
ACCIDENT OCCURRED

COUNTY _ CITY OR TOWN
IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS, I I sIEI I IL 00I000 N0000 0 r
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN MILES NORTH S E W OF

40A ON WHICH CONSTR. I J YES SPEEDACCIDENT OCCURRED __________________________________________ZONE I I NO LIMIT
INTERSECTING STREET 0ONE I I NE SPEEDOR R XINGNUMERCONSTR. I 1 YES SPEEDOR AR SMINS NsMDEA . *. 0 N800 Cb ZONE I I NO LIMIT

NOT AT INTERSECTIONON BRIDGE 200 FT. I I KC III OF N End of Ma.n St. Bridge #085
IIMI. N S E W SxOw YILEE0ST 0 NEAREST ITERS0CTI0 0 NmOeERED NIGHWAY

NF NOME. SMDW NEAREST INTER.ECTING STREET ORI REFERENCE POINT

PLACE WHERE
ACCIDENT OCCURRED

COUNTY CITY OR TOWN
IF ACCIDENT WAS OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS, I I I I 1 1 1 1 00101010
INDICATE DISTANCE FROM NEAREST TOWN MILES NORTH S E W CF

nrrv DR I0wN

ROAD ON WHICH CONSTR. I I YES SPEEDACCIDENT OCCURRED ZONE I ND LIMIT
INTERSECTING STREET ZONE0000000 000 00N0000LIM0IT.00OR RR SING NUMBER CONSTR. I I YES SPEED

ORTNA 0000 000EE MBE80 A R00TE NUMBE0 00 E 00E ZONE I I NO LIMIT

NOT AT INTERSECTION 75 X FT. I I I I II 1 OF North Street Intersection
11 MI. N S E W "0 01000c0 Im a0REO NIGNWA0

NOTE: On copies of accident reports sent to the Department of Public Safety, the box in
the upper right-hand corner labeled 'DO NOT W'RITE IN THIS SPACE" is for DPS
office use and should be left blank. However, if the investigating agency desires to
indicate its local number on the DPS copy, this may be done on the line marked
"Local No."

LOCATION OF ACCIDENTS IN PARKING AREAS AND
ON OTHER NON-TRAFFICWIAYS

Within the section of the accident report headed "Road On Which Accident Occurred," the
location of accidents in parking areas and on other non-trafficways may be done in whatever
manner is prescribed by the investigating police agency tc best suit its needs, provided that
sufficient information is furnished so that the type of parking area or non-trafficway may be
determined.

Accident Investigation and Reporting on Private Ways and Parking Lots. Article 6701d, Sec-
tion 43A, applies to privately-owned access ways and parking areas as follows:

1. Non-trafficways

a. Traffic Law Applies. Accident is reportable, but the Safety Responsibility Act does
not apply.
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1) Business-owned access ways, roads or streets open to public

2) Hotel and motel driveways

3) Hospital, airport, arena, cemetery, etc., driveways not restricted

4) Non-restricted roads on military bases where the state has jurisdiction

5) Oil lease and irrigation roads open to the public

6) Private school not restricted

7) Filling station driveways

b. Traffic Law Does Not Apply. Not Reportable.

1) Residential driveways - includes single unit, duplex and apartment

2) Farm and ranch roads not open to the public

3) Restricted roads on military bases or on roads where jurisdiction has been ceded

4) Posted roads (restricted by signs or barricades)

5) Loading dock areas

6) Car repair areas

7) Racetracks

2. Parking Areas

a. Traffic Law Applies. Accident is reportable, but the Safety Responsibility Act does
not apply.

1) Areas provided for customers by a business where motor vehicles can travel from
one adjacent road to another (Harris vs. State 499 SW 2d 9)

2) State-owned (all government-owned) where public parking permitted

3) Free parking lots

4) Drive-in customer parking

5) Private schools

6) Hospital, airport, arena, cemetery, etc., where no fee is charged

7) Shopping center

8) Hotel and motel, where parking is done by customers
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b. Traffic Law Does Not Apply. Accident is not reportable.

1) Private residence garages - includes single unit, duplex and apartment

2) Business areas exclusively for employees - includes governmental also

3) Commercial -where fee is charged

4) Drive-in theaters

5) Motor vehicle sale lots

6) Garage storage and repair areas

3. Guide. A general guide to apply to any such private way or parking area is to ask, "Does
the owner or person in control of such a facility intend it to be open for use by the
public?"

DATE OF ACCIDENT

DATE OF DAY OF A.M. IF EXACTLY NOON
ACCIDENT ____ _ - 9 WEEK H R '. P.M. OR MIOCNIGH SO STATE

DATE - Show actual date of the accident, giving month, day and year.

DAY OF WEEK - Show the day of the week on which tie accident occurred, making sure
this agrees with the date of the accident.

HOUR - Show actual time of accident as it can be best established after investigation,
including AM or PM by checking appropriate box. If exactly 12 Noon, show NOON and if
exactly 12:00 Midnight, show MN.

TRAFFIC UNITS. GENERAL

Consider as traffic units all motor vehicles (operated singly or in combination with another
vehicle), pedestrians, pedalcyclists, ridden or herded animals, trains, streetcars, animaldrawn
vehicles, etc.

The term motor vehicle as applied to a traffic unit refers -o the complete traffic unit of which
the motor vehicle is a part, and includes any vehicle or trailer (including their loads) being
pushed or towed by the motor vehicle. If any part of a traffic unit of this type is involved
in an accident to the extent of inflicting or receiving injL ry or damage to any person or pro-
perty, the motor vehicle doing the hauling, pushing, or towing is considered as the traffic
unit and should be shown as such. Information relating to the pushed or towed vehicle will
be entered in the next unit block. When the next unit block is used, "Unit No. " should
be marked out and "Towed" checked or "Other" checked and "Pushed" printed beside
"Other" to indicate that this is not a separate traffic unit. For example: If a motor vehicle
is towing another vehicle, and the towed vehicle inflicts or receives injury or damage, the
motor vehicle doing the towing would be considered as actually the unit in the accident.
This applies even though the towed vehicle might have become detached prior to actual
impact if the towed vehicle is still moving under impetus from the motor vehicle
doing the towing.



UNIT NUMBER 1 - MOTOR VEHICLE
UNIT

N0. 1 - MOTOR VEHICLE VEH (DENT NOI

MOOEL ____ COMAKE .__ _ _ ____ ____ NAMEL ___TYLE

RIVER'S

DIER'S ulAS Hsl5 M100LE eA ~E3S Cl SofE

LICENSE OOn RACE SE - CUAIN

tRREATH 2-BL0 AL-OTHEL/RU -NONE 5-RFUSED ALCOHOL/DRUS ANALYSIS RESULT R I

xeYE (ALWAfTS EHOW LE13Ei N FLE1ED. OiHEAYiIE EHWME91 d401E$$ FE
LIABILITY YES

INSURANCE NO NUAC OPN NM 0C UBA

IF BODY STYLE - VAN DR BUS.
INDICATE SEATING CAPACITY __

LICENSE
PLATE ._____________
PHONE MEREENCY' RAE N
NUMBER_

fRFIHTER ON EMERGENCY? YES NO

VEHICLE DAMAGE RATING_

If more than two motor vehicles are involved, list one of the motor vehicles in this space.
If the accident involved a motor vehicle with a train, pedestrian, animal, pedalcyclist, etc.,
the motor vehicle must be shown in this space.

Any type of motor vehicle involved in a traffic accident can be shown as Unit No. 1. Thus,
a motorcycle, go-cart, motorized bicycle, farm tractor, etc., can be shown as Unit No. 1 on
the basic report. In the case of special types of vehicles (farm tractors, mowers, road
machinery, fire trucks, etc.) sufficient information should be provided to show whether in
transport or other use.

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER - Show vehicle identification number (VIN) as assign-

ed by manufacturer.

[ IF BODY STYLE = VAN OR BUS, INDICATE SEATING CAPACITY - If the vehicle is a van or

bus, show the number of passengers (including the driver) the van or bus is equipped

to carry. If the vehicle is not a van or bus, leave blank.

YEAR MODEL - Show year model of vehicle as designated by manufacturer.

COLOR AND MAKE Show color of vehicle and manufacturer's brand name (Ford,
Chevrolet, Plymouth, Mercury, Pontiac, etc.).

MODEL NAME - Show manufacturer's trade name (Impala, Mustang, Fury, etc.).

BODY STYLE - Show body style of vehicle as:

Passenger Cars -For conventional sedans use 2 dr Sed or 4 dr Sed; for hardtop sedans
use 2 dr HT or 4 dr HT; for convertibles use 2 dr CONV or 4 dr CONV; for station wagons
use 2 dr S/W, etc.

Truck Type Vehicles - Show pickup, panel, stake, van, etc.

LICENSE PLATE - Show year, State of issue, and license plate numbers and letters. Do not
mistake trailer licenses for license of towing vehicle.

DRIVER'S NAME - Show last name, first name, middle name or initial of the vehicle driver

from driver's license or other means used in investigation. If the name is taken from the
driver's license, use exact spelling on the license, as John Franklin Smith should be shown

as Smith, John Franklin not Smith, John F. or Smith, J. F. Also show driver's current mail-
ing address including city, state and zip code. If the driver is a member of the armed forces,
show military address.
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If at the time of the accident there was no driver in the vehicle, such should be noted
on this line as "Improperly Parked," "Driverless Moving Vehicle," "Previously Wrecked
Vehicle," etc., or the word "None." A driverless moving vehicle is a motor vehicle, previously
parked, set in motion (rolling from parking space) without a driver in the vehicle and does
not apply to one where a driver jumps or falls from a moving motor vehicle.

If at the time of the accident the driver of the vehicle is unknown, such as a hit-and-run
vehicle, etc., this line should show "Unknown." Whey the identity of the driver is establish-
ed through subsequent investigation, a supplemental report should be submitted to show
driver's name in order that information on original basic report may be completed.

PHONE NUMBER - Self explanatory

DRIVER'S LICENSE - Show State of issue and driver's license number including any prefix
or suffix and what Type (OP, CO, CH, etc.) or Class (A, B, C, M, etc.). If the license is a
Commercial Driver License (CDL) issued in accordance with the Federal Commercial
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1986, indicate by showing "CDL" along with the type or class.
If driver is not licensed show "None." If license is expired or suspended, show number
and write "Expired" or "Suspended" above the number. If driver has a temporary receipt,
show license number rather than receipt number. Do not show "Unknown" unless ab-
solutely impossible to determine status of license. If Train Engineer, insert "Train
Engineer" in this space and DO NOT show driver's license number.

D.O.B. - Give actual date of birth, taken from driver's license or after being established by
other investigation.

RACE - Show as "W" for white, "B" for black, "I" for American Indian or Alaskan Native,
"A" for Asian or Pacific Islander, and "U" for all unknown. Latin American (Hispanics) should
be entered with the race code most closely representing the individual. Information is for
identification purposes. Do not make an issue if there s objection to adding the information.

SEX - Show sex of driver in space provided.

DRIVER'S OCCUPATION - Show actual type of work done, rather than place of employ-
ment, as janitor, construction, laborer, farm labore-, mechanic, TV repair, manager retail
business, etc. If the driver is a member of the arned forces show rank and branch of
service, as Sgt. USAF, Lt. US Army, etc.

[ SPECIMEN TAKEN (ALCOHOL/DRUG ANALYSIS). Sl-ow type specimen taken for alcohol/
drug analysis, using the codes shown:

1-Breath, 2-Blood, 3-Other, 4-None and 5-Refused.

NOTE: If no specimen taken, use appropriate code and do not leave blank.

[ ALCOHOL/DRUG RESULTS - If specimen taken and alcohol analysis performed, show ac-
tual results of test (i.e., 0.000, etc.). If specimen taken and drug analysis performed, show
result of test as either positive or negative. If result of alcohol/drug analysis is not
available at time accident report is submitted, show "UNK." Then when result is available,
submit supplemental accident report showing the result (send copy of original report
marked "SUPPLEMENTAL" at the top and with result information added).
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NOTE: If specimen taken, but no analysis was performed, show "NONE" (do not use
"N" and do not leave blank). If specimen contaminated, lost or container broken,
so state. If a hospital, medical examiner, etc. will not release results to investi-
gating officer or agency, so state.

[ PEACE OFFICER, EMS DRI., FIRE FIGHTER ON EMERGENCY - Check the appropriate box
only if a peace officer, Emergency Medical Services Employee or Fire Fighter is involved
in the accident.

The "Yes" box should be checked only if this vehicle was a law enforcement vehicle,
emergency medical services vehicle or fire department vehicle being operated in an
emergency situation by a peace officer, emergency medical services employee or fire
fighter in pursuit of his/her duties as a peace officer, emergency medical services
employee or fire fighter. The emergency situation must be described in the "Investigator's
Narrative Opinion of What Happened." This is required by Sec. 45(a), V.T.C.S. 6701d and
is necessary to keep accident involvements such as these off of peace officers', EMS
drivers' and fire fighters' driving records.

LESSEE OR OWNER'S NAME - Check the appropriate block indicating whether this person
is lessee or owner. Show lessee or owner's last name, first name, middle name or initial,
current mailing address including city and state if other than driver. If owner and driver
are the same, write "Same" in this space.

LIABILITY INSURANCE - Check appropriate box. If yes (satisfactory evidence of minimum

liability insurance) print insurance company name and policy number. If motor vehicle
is exempt from liability insurance requirement, then print "EXEMPT" and note reason
in the space provided for insurance company name.

VEHICLE DAMAGE RATING -Show actual damage from "Vehicle Damage Scale for Traffic
Accident Investigators."

NOTE: Agencies desiring to use "Direction of Force" in addition to damage rating may
do so. If used, the direction of force received by the vehicle at impact should be
shown before the damage rating using the numerals of a clock to indicate direc-
tion damage was received. As an example, a vehicle struck broadside at 3:00
o'clock on the right side would be shown as 3 RP followed by the damage scale.

1. Damage rating is being used to record impact force, so that some correlation between
direction and amount of impact force with the severity of injury and restraining device
used can be established. The following guidelines should be used:

(1) Where the type of vehicle does not lend itself to a damage rating (motorcycle, etc.)
and whenever there is no impact force on the vehicle (burned car, undercarriage
damage, etc.) either use a dash in damage rating or show N/A (Not Applicable)
and there should be some mention of the type of damage in "Investigator's Nar-
rative Opinion of What Happened."

2. When an accident involves a motor vehicle operated in combination with another vehi-

cle (towed vehicle, trailer, etc.) and there is damage to the towed vehicle or trailer, such
damage should be shown where the towed vehicle or trailer is listed and not in the

space for damage rating to the towing vehicle.
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3. When a vehicle is damaged in more than one area in the same accident, show addi-
tional damaged areas as outlined below. Each rating should be treated individually
and not added together to arrive at a higher damage rating.

(1) If the damage is FC-2 and BD-4, show the most severe damage first, such as BD-4
+ FC-2 or BD-4

FC-2

4. In evaluating damage rating to large truck-trailers, floats, etc., use the following
guidelines and the formats found in the Vehicle Damage Scale for Traffic Accident
Investigators.

Rating #1 - Very light metal or surface damage
#2 - Generally surface metal, but not frame damage
#4 - Some frame structure damage
#6 - Heavy frame structure damage

UNIT NUMBER 2

UNIT MOTOR VEHICLE TRAIN PEDALCYCLIST IF BODY STYLE = VAN OR BUS.N0. 2 TOWED PEDESTRIAN OTHER VEH DENT NO __ INDICATE SEATING CAPACITY

YEAR COLOR MODEL 00 LICENSEMODEL & MAKE _-- __ NAME _. _ STYLE _ __ PLATE
DRIVER'S PHONE YEAR sTATE NUMBER
NAME --________________________________________________ NUMRER ________
RIVER'S AsT NsI MIDLE ADDRESS CITY sTA U B

LICENSE STATE_ _ uMBER CLASS/TYP_ DO RACE SEX _____ OCCUPATION

SPECIMEN TAKEN (ALCOHOL/DRUG ANALYSIS) PEACE OFFICER, EMS DRIVER,1-BREATH 2-RL00D 3-OTHER 4-NONE 5-REFUSER L ALCOHOL/DRUG ANALYSIS RESULT ___ FIRE FIGHTER ON EMERGENCY? 'YES NO
LESSEE I
OWNER

VNAME IAWAYS SHOW LESSEE If LEASED. piTHRMSf SNOW OWNER ADDRESS CITY sIAyE
LIABILITY ! ! YES
INSURANCE C NO COMPANYNAME _P__ _ CY__UM _ _ VEHICLE DAMAGE RATING

Unit No. 2 is the second traffic unit involved in the accident and may be a motor vehicle,
pedestrian, pedalcyclist, animal rider, train, streetcar, etc.

If the accident involved two or more motor vehicles, check the box for "Motor Vehicle.' In-
formation relating to the second vehicle should be shown in this space in the same manner
as for Unit No. 1.

If Unit No. 2 is a vehicle being towed, check the box fo- "Towed." If Unit No. 2 is a noncontact
traffic unit, a vehicle being pushed, a previously wrecked vehicle, or a properly or improper-
ly parked vehicle, check box for "Other" and indicate which. The information relating to
such vehicles should be completed in the same manner as for Unit No. 1.

If Unit No. 2 was pedestrian, pedalcyclist, rider of animal, or any other person not in a motor
vehicle who was injured, check the appropriate box and complete information on back of
report labeled "Complete if Casualties Not in Moto- Vehicle."

If Unit No. 2 was a train, streetcar, etc., check apprcpriate box or if other, check box and
indicate which. Show the name of engineer or operator in space for "Driver's Name," and
insert "Train Engineer" or "Streetcar Operator" in space provided for driver's license number
(DO NOT show driver's license number). If casualties occur on train, streetcar, etc., com-
plete information on back of report labeled "Complete if Casualties Not in Motor Vehicle."
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ADDITIONAL UNITS

If additional traffic units were involved in the accident, use as many additional sheets as
necessary, changing unit numbers on additional sheets to correspond to actual unit number
in the accident. Information pertaining to additional units should be completed as for Unit
No. 1 and 2. Do not cut out sections on additional sheets, but use entire sheets, completing
only sections necessary for the report.

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OTHER THAN VEHICLES

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OTHER THAN VEHICLES

OBJECT NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER FEET FRDM CURB DAMAGE ESTIMATE

In this section describe any thing - fixed object, other object, animal, etc. - (other than a
traffic unit shown elsewhere on this report) which was struck by one or more of the traffic
units involved whether or not damage resulted to the object, etc., struck. Describe the pro-
perty and damages in dollars (if no damage show "None"). This includes city, county, or
state property such as road signs, guard posts, street lights, etc. (Notify, as soon as possi-
ble, the appropriate agency or owner if property is struck or damaged.) Also include damage
to buildings, animals struck by vehicles, cargo carried in vehicles, etc. If a fixed or other
object, not in roadway, is struck show distance from curb or pavement edge. Name and
address of owner of damaged property should be shown. (A wild animal has no value or
owner.)

LIGHT, WEATHER, SURFACE AND ROAD CONDITIONS

CONDITION WEATHER CR TION TTPE ROAD r DESCRIBE ROAD CONDITIONS (INVESTIGATOR'S OPINION)

1-BLACKTOP
H-DAYLIGHT 1-CLEAR/CLOUDY A-SMOKE T-DRY 2-CONCRETE
2-DAWN 2-RAINING 7-SLEETING 2-WET 3-GRAVEL
3-DARK-NOT LIGHTED 3-SNOWING 8-HIGH WINDS 3-MUDDY H-SHELL
H-DARK-LIGHTED H-FOG 9-OTHER /-NOWY/ICY 0-DIRT
5-DADK 5-BLOWING OUST -_____ 5-OTHER 6_______ -OTHER

LIGHT CONDITION - Show appropriate number in the box for the light condition present at
the time of accident.

WEATHER CONDITION - Show the weather condition(s) present at the time and place of
the accident by entering the appropriate number(s) in the box(es). If other, define the con-
dition on the line under the number 9 (Other). List the most predominate condition first.

SURFACE CONDITION - Show the surface condition present at the time and place of acci-
dent by entering the appropriate number in the box. If other, define surface condition
on the line beside 5 (Other).

TYPE OF ROAD SURFACE - Show the type of road surface present at the place of the
accident by entering the appropriate number in the box. If other, define the type of road
surface on the line beside number 6 (Other).

ROAD CONDITION - Describe the characteristics of the road present at the place of the
accident that in the investigator's opinion might have contributed to or influenced the
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accident such as muddy, soft or uneven shoulders holes or ruts in the pavement or road,
or loose material on surface, etc.

IN YOUR OPINION, DID THIS ACCIDENT RESULT IN AT LEAST $500.00
DAMAGE TO ANY ONE PERSON'S PROPERTY?

Check yes or no. If "no" is checked and information is later received that the property damage
was greater than $500.00, a supplemental report should be submitted indicating this change.

POLICE ACTIVITY
CHARGES FILED

NAME CHARGE CITATION

NAME CHARGE NUMBER

TIME NOTIFIED TIME ARRIVED ATOF ACCIDENT DATE _ _ _ UR- M RAW SCENE OF ACCIDENT DATE _ _ ou_ . M

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR _ ATE REPORT MADE IS REPORT COMPLETE D YES Q NO

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR ID ND. DEPARTMENT DIST./AREA

CHARGES FILED - Any and all charges filed as a result of the accident investigation should
be shown even though they may have no bearing on the accident itself. Record last name,
first name, middle name, charge(s) and citation numoer(s). If no charges filed show "None"
on the first line. "Pending" should not be used as this furnishes no useful data. If charges
are later filed after the report is completed, a supplemental report should be submitted
indicating these charges.

TIME NOTIFIED OF ACCIDENT - Show date and time the investigating officer was notified.

HOW - Show how investigating officer was notified (irom dispatcher, on sight, by citizen,
etc.)

TIME ARRIVED AT SCENE OF ACCIDENT - Show date and time of arrival of investigating
officer at scene. If there was no investigation made at the scene (office report, etc.), so
indicate.

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR . Name of investigator should be typed or
printed in this space (this is required in addition !o signature).

DATE REPORT MADE - Show date this form was prepared. If the report is a "SUPPLE-
MENTAL" report, this date should reflect the date the supplement was prepared.

IS REPORT COMPLETE? - Check appropriate box. If not complete; when additional infor-
mation is available, submit a supplemental accident report showing the information. A
supplemental report is a photo copy of the original report, marked "SUPPLEMENTAL" at
the top with the information added (e.g. BAC test results).

SIGNATUREIIDENTIFICATION NO.IDEPARTMENT - Investigator should sign report and
show identification number (badge or other departr-ental identification number) and his
department.

DISTRICT/AREA - Those cities participating in Urban Location Coding Project should
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enter their reporting district. DPS officers should show their assigned Region, District

and Sergeant Area. Other agencies may disregard.

BACK OF BASIC REPORT

COMPLETE THIS SIDE OF REPORT IN ALL ACCIDENTS!!

UNIT NUMBER 1

ALCOHOL/DRUG ANALYSIS
EJECTED CODE FOR TYPE RESTRAINT USED AIRBAG CODE HELMET USE CODE FOR INJURY SEVERITY ICAMPLETE F CASUALIES RD7 IN MOTOR VENICE

A - ADD APPLICARLE A -SEATRELT S SHOULDER STRAPE-DE PLOYED 1 -WORN-DAMAGED A - KILLED 1 REGATH
S T YES E A SEARELT A G SDULD STRAP N - NO DEPLOYMENT 2 WADRN-NDT DAMAGED A-INCAPACITATING INJURY 2- AIDD
N - NO C - CHILD RESTRAINT U - UNK IF DEPLOYED 3M WRN-UNN IF DAMAGED R NON INCAPACITATING 3 OTHER
P - PARTIALLY E - SHOULDER STRAP DNLY A 4 NOT WORN N POSSIBLE INJURY A FEAD
U-NA NADOE T NUANI ORA -DTINJURED 1 D-REFUSED

URID A0. 1 DEWED DUE VEHICLE

EAIN YES NO RV
COMPLETE ALL DADA R All ODCCUPANS NAMES. POKIIONS. RESTRAINTS USED. ETC HOWEVER. EC E

OCCUPANT'S ID IS ADE NECESSARY TOCSHDW ROOTEDSES UALESS KILLED DR INJURED. FASERIE ADREX~ MAREA DEIMEE ADA EARIW~
POSITION NAME (LAST NAME DIRST) ADDRESS usEA COOL

, DRIVE SEE FRDNT

VEHICLE DAMAGE RATING - Show same damage scale and direction of force as for Unit
No. 1 on front of report.

[ TOWED DUE TO DAMAGE - If vehicle was towed from scene due to damage received in ac-
cident, or incapable of being driven from the scene, indicate "Y". If vehicle towed from

scene due to mechanical failure, flat tire or other condition known prior to or not related
to, or resulting from, the accident, or capable of being driven from the scene, indicate "N".

VEHICLE REMOVED TO - Show name and address of garage or other place to which vehicle
was taken, or if driven away or left at scene, so state.

BY - Show name and address of wrecker, tow truck or other means used to remove vehicle,
or if driven away state by whom (owner, driver, or name of other individual).

OCCUPANTS - The following data items should be completed on all occupants:

SEAT POSITION - Show proper space occupied by each occupant. Abbreviations such
as CF (center front), RF (right front), LR (left rear), CR (center rear) and RR (right rear)
may be used. When two occupants were occupying the same seat position, such as an

adult holding a baby, the same seat position should be indicated for both. If occupant

was a passenger on a bus show P/B, or if occupant was riding in the rear of a truck show

R/T.

NAME - Show last name, first name, middle name or intial for each occupant.

ADDRESS- Show street address, city and state on each occupant injured or killed. If any

occupants have same address, you may use "SAME" for all except the first.

[ EJECTED FROM VEHICLE - Describe the extent to which the person's body was expelled
from the vehicle during any part of the accident using the following terms and definitions:
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A - Not applicable (not relevant to the accident
Y - Yes (fully ejected)
N - No (not ejected)
P - Partially (some part of the body is ejected from the vehicle and receives injury as

a result of being outside the vehicle, such as part of the body is ejected outside
the door and is crushed when the car rolls over).

U - Unknown (cannot be determined whether the body was ejected from the vehicle).

[ TYPE RESTRAINT USED - Show type restraint used by each occupant, using the following
code:

A - Seat Belt and Shoulder Strap
B - Seat Belt and No Shoulder Strap
C - Child Restraint
E - Shoulder Strap Only
N - None

NOTE: Show "N" if NONE used (do not leave blank).

[ AIRBAG - This is an observational value only; not a requirement to determine if vehicle is
equipped with an airbag. Indicate if an airbag deployed in the driver's and/or passenger's
seating positions. If airbag was deployed indicate YES. If airbag was not deployed (ir-
regardless of whether vehicle is equipped or not equipped) indicate NO:

Y - Deployed
N - NO Deployment
U - Unknown if deployed

[ HELMET USE - Indicate if a helmet was worn by an operator/passenger of a motorcy-
cle/motorscooter or a pedestrian or pedalcyclist:

1 - Worn-damaged
2 - Worn-not damaged
3 - Worn-unknown if damaged
4 - Not worn
9 - Unknown if worn

AGE - Show age of each occupant at last birth date. If infant is less than one year old,
show months of age. Example: A ten month old infant would be shown as - 10M.

SEX - Show sex of each occupant.

CODE FOR INJURY SEVERITY - Show most serious injury for each occupant, using the
following code:

K -Killed
A - Incapacitating Injury - Severe injury which prevents continuation of normal ac-

tivities. Includes broken or distorted limbs, irternal injuries, crushed chest, etc.
B - Nonincapacitating Injury - Evident injury such as bruises, abrasions, minor

lacerations which do not incapacitate.
C - Possible Injury - Injury which is claimed, reported or indicated by behavior but

without visible wounds. Includes limping, mcmentary unconsciousness or com-
plaint of pain.

N - Not Injured
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UNIT NUMBER 2

Complete this in same manner as for Unit No. 1 ONLY IF Unit No. 2 was a motor vehicle.

COMPLETE IF CASUALTIES NOT IN MOTOR VEHICLE

- -1SNLT- NAELSTNMAKET SEIEN 1E1L TENE CODTE INUE

SCEN RESULT HELMET AGE SEX INJURY

If there were casualties in the accident other than occupants of a motor vehicle, such as
pedestrian, pedalcyclist, horseback rider, occupant of an animal-drawn vehicle, occupant
of a train, streetcar, etc., use this space.

[ SHOW CATEGORY OF CASUALTY - pedestrian, etc., last name, first name, middle name or
initial, street address, city and state, alcohol/drug analysis, results, helmet use, age, sex
and injury code. Helmet use, age, sex and injury code are the same as described for Unit
No. 1.

[ ALCOHOLIDRUG ANALYSIS - should be reported as follows:
1 - Breath
2 -Blood
3 - Other
4- None
5 - Refused

[ RESULT - If specimen taken and alcohol analysis performed, show actual result of test
(i.e., 0.000, 0.10, etc.). If specimen taken and drug analysis performed, show result of test
as either positive or negative. If result of alcohol/drug analysis is not available at time
accident report is submitted, show "UNK". Then when result is available, submit sup-
plemental accident report showing the result (send copy of original report marked "SUP-
PLEMENTAL" at the top and with result information added).

NOTE: If specimen taken but no analysis was performed, show "NONE" (do not use
"N" and do not leave blank). If specimen contaminated, lost or container broken,
so state. If a hospital, medical examiner, etc. will not release results to investi-
gating officer or agency, so state.

If space is needed for additional casualties, use additional accident report form or 8/z"
x 11" plain paper changing or assigning item numbers as required.

DISPOSITION OF KILLED AND INJURED

I IF AMBULANCE USED SHOW

TIMED TIME AAR lVED NOINCTDRNDANTS

All casualties removed by the same conveyance (or by ambulances of the same company)
and taken to a common destination should be grouped on one line by item number as shown
at the left of line on which such casualty is shown as driver, passenger, pedestrian, etc.
Extra lines should be used for each casualty removed by different conveyance or to a dif-
ferent destination so that all casualties may be accounted for.
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IF AMBULANCE USED -Show time ambulance driver was notified, time ambulance arrived
at scene, and number of attendants in the ambulance (including the driver).

[ NOTE: Time ambulance notified and time ambulance arrived at scene should not be
prior to time accident occurred (See page 7).

COMPLETE THIS SECTION IF PERSON KILLED
ITEM NUMBER DATE OF DEATH TIME OF DEATH

If person died as a result of injuries sustained in the accident, enter appropriate information.

ITEM NUMBER - List appropriate item number(s), as shown as page 14 to identify seating
position of person(s) killed.

DATE OF DEATH - Enter date deceased was pronounced dead.

TIME OF DEATH - Enter time deceased was pronounced dead.

INVESTIGATOR'S NARRATIVE OPINION OF WHAT HAPPENED
INVESTIGATOR'S NARRATIVE OPINION OF WHAT HAPPENED (ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY)

This should be a concise but complete narrative of the investigator's opinion of what hap-
pened. When coupled with the diagram, it must tell the main events of the accident, describe
the major factors and, so far as possible, tell how it happened. For brevity, avoid repeating
names, license numbers, makes of vehicles, etc. Refer to unit by number, being careful to
use the same number the particular unit was assigned in the report. Use abbreviations for
directions, such as "N" for north, "E" for east, etc. Avoid vague statements such as "Unit
No. 1 and Unit No. 2 collided," with no further explanation.

Emphasize or explain further, as necessary, any pertinent fact not fully explained elsewhere.
Describe mechanical failures or any other contributing factors necessary for a full com-
prehension of what occurred.

If the accident involved a peace officer, EMS driver or fire fighter driving a law enforcement
vehicle, emergency medical services vehicle or fire department vehicle in pursuit of his/her
duties as a peace officer, emergency medical services employee or fire fighter, and the ac-
cident occurred during an emergency, you must give a brief explanation of the emergency.

In any accident where the driver's physical or mental condition is not normal (ill, sleepy
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or asleep, blackouts, missing limbs or eyes, limbs in casts, emotionally disturbed, etc.) this
fact should be noted in this section.

As a minimum, the "investigator's narrative opinion of what happened" portion of the report
should show:

1. The direction of travel for each traffic unit involved, identifying each unit by the same
number used for that unit on the front of the report (identification of the highway is
optional);

2. The defective driving strategy of each unit, if any, that contributed to the accident
(operational factors);

3. The evasive action, if any, of each traffic unit and identify any faulty evasive action
which was a factor in the accident (an operational factor);

4. The phase, or phases (recognition, decision, and/or performance) in which operations
failed, covering each operational factor reported;

5. The condition(s) of (1) the road and environment, (2) of the vehicle, and (3) of the driver(s)
and/or pedestrian that produced the defective driving strategy and/or faulty evasive
action (condition factors);

6. The reason for failing to give a conclusion identifying a condition factor or factors;

7. The first harmful event for each traffic unit;

8. The point of initial contact (general statement only, and may be omitted when point
is obvious by nature of the accident);

9. The points struck on vehicles or objects (only when pertinent);

10. An indication of the maximum engagement (only when pertinent);

11. The movement and route of each traffic unit to the final position (may be omitted when
not pertinent); and

12. Show data used for speed computation.

All factors found must be shown in the narrative even if they have been addressed in another
place on the report.

The above specifications are not necessarily in the order in which they should be recorded.

If space is not adequate, use additional report forms, or plain 8/z" x 11" sheet of paper
to complete description.
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DIAGRAM
DIAGRAM Q ONE WAY Q TWO WAY Q DIVIDED

INDICATE
NORTH

A small sketch, not necessarily to scale, should be drawn in space provided. Units may be
shown by arrows; number to correspond to unit numbers as used in sections above. This
diagram should detail all the events occurring in the accident including direction of travel
prior to impact (by use of a solid line), point of impact and the path to final positions (by
use of a dotted line). North should be indicated by an arrow.

The type of roadway, one-way, two-way, or divided should be indicated by checking the ap-
propriate box.

If accident is of such nature that the diagram space is insufficient and/or if investigating -
agencies desire, they may submit a larger (not to exceed 8½" x 11" sheet), more com-
prehensive diagram. In this case, the small diagram on the report may be omitted.

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL
FACTORS AND CONDITIONS LISTED APE THE INVESTIGATOR'S OPINION TRAFFIC CONTROLOTHER FACTORS/CONDITIONS MAY O-NO CONTROL N NATIVE T-URN MAS GN N0 SSING ONEFACTORS/CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING OR MAR NOT HAVE CONTRIBUTED -EAHFIDER DR EUHANEN 6wRlN IN noiE OTO

1 2 312-STOP AND 60 StGNAL 7-RR GATES OR SIGNALS

UNIT 1 UNIT 2 3-OTDP SIGN R-YIELD SIGN
1Y2 3 4 AASNIM6 RED LIGHT 9-CENTER STRIPE OR ulv FR

UNIT 2 UNIT 2

37 FHlEO TO D YlD ROW - TURNING LEFT 56 PARRED WITHOUT LIGHTS1 ANIMAL DA RAAD - MESTiC 19. DISTRACTIHN IN VEHICLE HA FRAED0 YIELD ROW - TURN ON RED 57 PASSED IN NA PASSING ZONE3 ENHI SA F R EAD -I HA D VE ITHHHIHA EA DAL T T TIELD ROW -YlL SIGN 5E PASSED ON l AT SHOULDER3 NDHNAB AIHSHUT SADTH E RHA 21 BgY ITHHUL HHHULIGTT AD HAHIGUEDH END R H5 ETIN RB lOi IL qWi EII
4 HAED LANE W HN H UNSAFE 22 FAllEB TO CONTROL SPEED 4t FAULTY VEAIVE DTION BA SEEEHI D - 'IDAH E L I W T I CLE
5. DEFECivE OR NO HEADLAMPS 23 FAILED THORIVE INBINGLE LAA 4 IN A EI HI E 61 SPEEDiNG -OVER LIMIT6 FE R STOP AMPS 24 FAILEH TO GIVE HALF OF ROADWAY 43 FLEEING OR EVADING POLICE 62. TAKING MEDICATION EXPLAIN IN NARRATIVE)
]. OEFECTIVE OR MO TglUNSGNLMP6 25 SIEOT HEED WARNING SI6 RA FOL~F D LL0SELT 63 TURNED IMPROPERLY - CUT COgNER ON LEFT
9. EFECTIVE OR O TRAILER BRAKES 27 fAltE TO PAS t RIHT SAFELY A6 HANDICAPPD DRIVER (EIPAIN IN NARRATIVE 5 TN E R - RONG NE10 OEFECTIVE OR NO VEHICLE DRAKES 2B. FALED TO SIGNAL OR GAVE WRONA DGNAL 47 Ill (EXPLAW IN NARRATIYEI 66 TUNE WNHEN UNSAFE11. DEFECTIVE STEERING MECHANISM 29 FAItE D TO STOP AI PROPER PLACE AB IMPAIRED SAI TY (EPIH IN NBNARRATIYEI 6H UNDER INFLUENCE -ALCOHOL12 DEFECTIVE DR SLICK TIRES 30 FAlEO T STOP FOR SCHN OO BUS 49 IMPROPER -TART FOM PARED POSITION 68 UNDER INFLUENCE -DRUGH B RB TE HHRAFIUDNICD3 FAILED iB DFOP RAIN MEGA ED DERB B A N CIDE -APPROACH OR IM INTERSECTION

1 IAlOITRFILAE3 (LD 1H I LD R NH - HMR6EMC YHNBEIHSf RH OPENDED HIR INUD DR F~ U ME 0 11 ABESDE - DNA PASSINGAtB BISBE6ARD STOP AMN GO SIGNAL 33 FAILED Ti B ELD ROW - BOPEN INTERSECTION 52 VERSE VEHICLE OR LOAD 71 WRENG WAY - ONE WAY RAD
16 ISE6A STP N Op ERSE6 ld ]"FIE 0 Y~ORW- PIS LENR1YE 53 YV AKE MO PASS NSUfFICIET CLEARANCE 72 OTHER FACTOR (WRITE 1N ON LINE BELOWI
1 DSRE ARD WARNING S.GN AT ONSi RU TIUN 36 FAILED TO YIlLD ROW - T0 PEB ESTRIAN SS PARKED IN TRAFFIC LAE

TRAFFIC CONTROL - Show the traffic control affecting the accident by entering the ap-
propriate number into the square. If more than one traffic control is present, show the
one most affecting this accident. If other, indicate the type of traffic control in No. 11
"Other Control."

NOTE: If the traffic control device is inoperative, it must be explained in the narrative.

DEFINITION OF FACTORS

FACTOR - Any circumstance contributing to a result without which the result could not
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have occurred; an element which is necessary to produce the result, but not, by itself,
sufficient. Factors are divided into two categories: operational factors and conditional
factors.

OPERATIONAL FACTORS Functional failures of the human element of the highway
transportation system that contribute to the cause of a traffic collision. The failures may

be malfunctions of perception, decision or performance in trip planning, driving strategy,
or evasive tactics.

CONDITIONAL FACTORS - Deficiencies in basic attributes or roads, vehicles, people as

related to highway transportation and permanently or temporarily modified, that con-

tribute to operational factors.

INVESTIGATING OFFICER'S OPINION - Belief based on grounds, either sufficient or insuf-

ficient for certainty, conclusions, inferences or conjectures concerning events and con-
ditions. The investigating officer may not have enough evidence to file a traffic charge

but does have enough data to render an opinion as to the causes of the accident.

NON-CONTACT UNIT - Most of these contributing factors can be applied to a non-contact

unit.

FACTORS ANDIOR CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT (FACT OR INVESTI-

GATOR'S OPINION)

This section of the report is designed for the investigator to determine which factor(s) or

condition(s) contributed to the accident for each unit. The investigator should classify by

priority for each unit the factors or conditions which contributed the most to the accident,
listing the most contributing factor for each unit as number 1, second most contributing

as number 2, etc. If more than three factors apply to a particular unit list number 4-5 in the

"Other Factors/Conditions" section. Put a dash in unused boxes. When more than one unit

is shown with a contributing factor/condition, place an X by the unit number to indicate

which factor/condition is the predominate causative factor in the accident. This should pro-
vide for more accurate data on accident causes.

EXAMPLE #1

An investigating officer determines through his investigation of an accident that Unit No.

1 was speeding and ran a stop sign when it collided with Unit No. 2. If the officer's opinion

is that, the primary factor contributing to the accident was the running of the stop sign

and that the speeding factor was a secondary factor, and there were no evident factors for
Unit No. 2, the factors should be listed as follows:

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS LISTED ARE THE INVESTIGATOR'S OPINION
OTHER FACTORS/CONDITIONS MAY

FACTORS/CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING OR MAY NOT HAVE CONTRIBUTED

NIT 1 _16 61 - UNIT 1 - 2

1 2 3 I 2
UNIT i - - - UNIT 2

EXAMPLE #2

In the same accident, Unit No. 2's driver was under the influence and was arrested; however,
in the officer's opinion, this did not contribute to the accident. The report should be com-

pleted as follows:
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FACTORS AND CONDITIONS LISTED ARE THE INVESTIGATOR'S OPINION
OTHER FACTORS/CONDITIONS MAYFACTORS/CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING OR MAY NOT HAVE CONTRIBUTED

UNIT 1 i 16 2 61 3 - UNIT 1 - 2
t 2 312

UNIT 2 - - - UNIT 2 67 2 -

EXAMPLE #3

If in the officer's opinion, the speeding was the primary cause of this accident, the report
should be completed as follows:

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS LISTED ARE THE INVESTIGATORS OPINION
OTHER FACTORS/CONDITIONS MAY

FACTORS/CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING OR MAY NOT HAVE CONTRIBUTED

1 2 3 1 2
UNIT1 61 16 - 3_UNIT1 -

U- 2 L 1 2 1
UNIT 2 - - - UNIT 2j 67 -

EXAMPLE #4

An accident occurs when Unit No. 2 fails to yield at a yield sign. The driver of Unit No. 1
has defective brakes preventing him/her from taking proper evasive action. In the in-
vestigator's opinion, the predominant causative factor in the accident is Unit No. 2's failure
to yield. The contributing factors should be entered as follows, and an X should be placed
as indicated next to Unit 2:

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS LISTED ARE THE INVESTIGATOR'S OPINION
OTHER FACTORS/CONDITIONS MAYFACTORS/CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING OR MAY NOT HAVE CONTRIBUTED

1 2i I13 I 2UNIT 1 10 - - UNIT 1 - -
1 2 3 1 2

UNIT 2 39 - - UNIT 2 - 2

OTHER FACTORS/CONDITIONS MAY OR MAY NOT HAVE CONTRIBUTED

It is sometimes difficult to form an opinion as to whether a factor or condition did or did
not contribute to an accident. For example: A driver may commit an unsafe and/or unlawful
act, be handicapped, ill, taking medication or drinking but in the officer's opinion he/she
is unsure if it is a factor or condition contributing to the accident. This section is to record
the fact that the condition was present, but the investigator is unable to determine whether
the factor/condition contributed. It is also important to collect certain data even though
the factor/condition did not contribute to an accident. For example: A DWI driver is
stopped in obedience to a stop sign and is struck from behind by another vehicle. By col-
lecting this data we will have statistical data on total involvement of DWI drivers in accidents
as well as data on DWI drivers who are causative factors in accidents. Data such as drivers
who had been drinking (but not to extent to be considered under the influence) and involv-
ed in accidents is also important statistical data.

LIST OF FACTORS AND/OR CONDITIONS

Legal Reference - Where only the section number is shown, reference is to the Uniform Act,
VCS 6701d.

1. ANIMAL ON ROAD, DOMESTIC -When a vehicle receives damage as a result of strik-
ing a domestic animal, such as a cow, dog, or chicken; or when a domestic animal's
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presence on the road contributes to the accident.

2. ANIMAL ON ROAD, WILD - When a vehicle receives damage as a result of striking a
wild animal, such as a deer, coyote, turkey, buzzard, etc.; or when a wild animal's
presence on the road contributes to the accident.

3. BACKED WITHOUT SAFETY - When a driver makes an unsafe movement and such ac-
tion contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 173

4. CHANGED LANES WHEN UNSAFE - When a vehicle on a multilane street moves out-
side its lane of travel and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 68(a)

5. DEFECTIVE OR NO HEADLIGHTS - When a vehicle is not equipped with headlamps
or when headlamps are defective to any extent that they contribute to the accident.
Consideration should be given to the time of day or conditions requiring use and pro-
per mounting. Example: Would the use of headlamps during daylight hours have been
a preventative measure?
Legal Reference: Section 110(a); Section 130(a)

6. DEFECTIVE OR NO STOP LAMPS - When the lack or malfunction of stop lamps con-
tributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 118. 124(e)

7. DEFECTIVE OR NO TAIL LAMPS -When the lack or malfunction of tail lamps contributes
to the accident. Consideration should be given to factors in the accident such as time
of day and lighting conditions and not statute requirements.
Legal Reference: Section 111(a)

8. DEFECTIVE OR NO TURN SIGNAL LAMPS - When the lack of or malfunction of turn
signals contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 124(f)

9. DEFECTIVE OR NO TRAILER BRAKES - Applies to brakes on trailers, semi-trailers, and
pole trailers when the lack of such equipment or malfunction contributes to the acci-
dent. Do not check this section when the vehicle's stopping ability had no bearing on
the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 132

10. DEFECTIVE OR NO VEHICLE BRAKES -When lack of or malfunction of brakes on motor
vehicles, motorcycles, etc., contributes to the accident. Also applies in the case of in-
adequate parking brakes resulting in a collision.
Legal Reference: Section 132

11. DEFECTIVE STEERING MECHANISM - When there is a malfunction of either manual
or power steering and the malfunction contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 140

12. DEFECTIVE OR SLICK TIRES -When a lack of tire traction due to excessive tread wear
or a blow out of a tire contributes to the accident.
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Legal Reference: Section 135

13. DEFECTIVE TRAILER HITCH -When malfunction or poorly designed hitch contributes

to the accident. Does not apply when separation of a trailer and towing unit occurred

as a result of impact, which the hitch mechanism could not be expected to withstand.
Legal Reference: Section 108(a-1) (2) (3)

14. DISABLED IN TRAFFIC LANE - When the traffic unit is actually disabled in a traffic
lane on the main traveled portion of the road and this contributes to the accident.

Legal Reference: Section 93(b)

15. DISREGARDED STOP AND GO SIGNAL - When a vehicle fails to stop or comply with

a traffic signal light exhibiting alternating red, yellow, or green lights for controlling
traffic and such action contributes to the accicent.
Legal Reference: Sections 32(a), 33(c)-1

16. DISREGARDED STOP SIGN OR LIGHT -When a driver fails to stop for a stop sign or a
flashing red light used in lieu of or in conjunction with a stop sign when such an action

contributes to the accident. If a vehicle stops, then fails to yield right of way refer to

factor 35.
Legal Reference: Section 35(a)-1; Sections 71(a, 73(b)

17. DISREGARDED TURN MARKS AT INTERSECTION - When a vehicle fails to follow the

directed course as required by official traffic control devices within or adjacent to an
intersection and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 65(c)

18. DISREGARDED WARNING SIGN AT CONSTRUCTION - When a driver encountering a

construction zone disregards warning signs played thereto and such action contributes
to the accident.
Legal Reference: 6674u, Section 2

19. DISTRACTION IN VEHICLE -When the driver's actions or the actions of others in his/her
vehicle are such that a lack of observance and/or vehicle control occurred to the ex-
tent it contributes to the accident.

20. DRIVER INATTENTION -When a driver's lack of attention to the highway or traffic oc-

curs and contributes to the accident.

21. DROVE WITHOUT HEADLIGHTS - When lighting conditions or time of day dictates use

of headlights for safe operation to perceive actual hazards and lack of compliance con-
tributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 109(a)

22. FAILED TO CONTROL SPEED - When the speed of the vehicle was unreasonable for

the circumstances or conditions and the driver's lack of control resulted in a collision
with a person, vehicle, or conveyance that was legally on the highway.
Note: Factors 22, 60, and 61 cannot apply to the same unit.
Legal Reference: Section 166(b)

23. FAILED TO DRIVE IN A SINGLE LANE - When a driver on a multilaned roadway failed
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to keep his vehicle entirely within his lane of travel and such action contributes to the
accident.
Legal Reference: Section 60(a)

24. FAILED TO GIVE %/ OF ROADWAY - When a driver is meeting an oncoming vehicle on
a roadway wide enough for one lane of traffic in each direction and the driver fails to
give the oncoming vehicle fully one-half (/2) of the roadway and such action contributes
to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 53

25. FAILED TO HEED WARNING SIGN - When failure to use proper caution in obedience
to an official traffic control device or a warning sign contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Sections 32, 35(a)-2

26. FAILED TO PASS TO LEFT SAFELY - When a vehicle passing to the left infringes on
the space of the overtaken vehicle and such action contributes to the accident. (Do
not confuse with number 53.)
Legal Reference: Section 54(a)

27. FAILED TO PASS TO RIGHT SAFELY - When a vehicle overtaking to the right infringes
on the space of the overtaken vehicle and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 55(a)

28. FAILED TO SIGNAL OR GAVE WRONG SIGNAL - When failure to give appropriate signal
or giving a wrong signal contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 68(b), (c), and (d); Section 69

29. FAILED TO STOP AT PROPER PLACE -When a vehicle fails to stop at crosswalk or clearly
marked stop line, before entering an intersection, or a proper distance from R.R. grade
crossing and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Sections 33(c)-1, 33(d), and 35(a)-1

30. FAILED TO STOP FOR SCHOOL BUS - When a vehicle fails to stop (or remain stopped)
for a school bus stopped on the highway, with required visual signals in operation, to
receive or discharge school children and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 104(a)

31. FAILED TO STOP FOR TRAIN When a vehicle disregards a R.R. crossing gate or
flagman, R.R. crossing signal, or approaching train that is plainly visible and in hazar-
dous proximity to the crossing and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 86

32. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY -EMERGENCY VEHICLE - When a vehicle fails to
yield the R.O.W. to a legally authorized emergency vehicle responding to an actual
emergency in compliance with statutes and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 75

33. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY- OPEN INTERSECTION -When a vehicle fails to yield
R.O.W. to a vehicle at an intersection not controlled by traffic signs or signals and such
action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 71(b), (c), (d), and (d-1)
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34. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY - PRIVATE DRIVE - When a driver of a vehicle fails

to yield R.O.W. before entering or crossing a highway from an alley, building, private

road, or driveway and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Sections 74 and 92

35. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY - STOP SIGN - When a vehicle stops for a stop sign

and then fails to yield R.O.W. to a vehicle at an intersection controlled by a stop sign

and such action contributes to the accident.

Legal Reference: Sections 71(a) and 73(b)

36. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY - TO PEDESTRIAN -When a vehicle fails to yield R.O.W.

to a pedestrian legally on the roadway and such action contributes to the accident.

Legal Reference: Sections 33(a), (b), and (c), 34(a), 76(d), and 77

37. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY -TURNING LEFT - When a vehicle intending to turn

left at an intersection or into an alley, private road, or driveway fails to yield R.O.W. to

any vehicle approaching from the opposite direction and such action contributes

to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 72

38. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY - TURN ON RED - When a vehicle facing a steady

red signal at an intersection stops; then enters the intersection to turn without yielding

R.O.W. to other vehicles or pedestrians lawfully using the intersection and such action

contributes to the accident.

Legal Reference: Section 33(c)1

39. FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY - YIELD SIGN -When a vehicle fails to yield R.O.W.

to another vehicle at an intersection controlled by a yield sign and such action con-

tributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Sections 71(a) and 73(c)

40. FATIGUED OR ASLEEP -When, due to exhaustion or weariness, the driver of a vehicle

goes to sleep or into a period of mental inactivity which impairs his reaction time or

perception and such condition contributes to the accident.

41. FAULTY EVASIVE ACTION - When a driver takes no evasive action at all when it is

reasonable to assume he/she should have, and when such action could have prevented
the collision, or in an effort to avoid the collision the driver takes improper evasive ac-
tion and such action contributes to the accident.

42. FIRE IN VEHICLE - When a fire is accidentally ignited in a vehicle or a fire is started

by some mechanical failure, or after collision but before events have stabilized.

43. FLEEING OR EVADING POLICE - When a driver of a vehicle intentionally flees from

a person he/she knows is a peace officer attempting to arrest, and this fleeing results

in any type of collision.

Legal Reference: Section 186

44. FOLLOWED TOO CLOSELY -When a vehicle is following too close to take proper evasive
action and such action contributes to the accident.

Legal Reference: Section 61(a), (b), and (c)
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45. HAD BEEN DRINKING -When, in the investigator's opinion, driver of vehicle, pedestrian
or pedalcyclist, in the accident had been drinking an alcoholic beverage but not to the
extent to be considered intoxicated. (Show in other factors/conditions sections.)
Note: Both factors 45 and 67 should not be indicated on one driver.

46. HANDICAPPED DRIVER (See Narrative) -When a driver of a vehicle in the accident had
a physical handicap and such condition contributes to the accident.
Note: Explain in narrative.

47. ILL (See Narrative) - When a driver of a vehicle in the accident had physical or mental
illness and such condition contributed to the accident.
Note: Explain in narrative.

48. IMPAIRED VISIBILITY - When a driver's view is obstructed by the vehicle's load or oc-
cupants; or when vehicles and/or objects, on or near the highway obstruct driver's view
of pedestrian and/or traffic. This also includes impaired visibility due to weather or ob-
jects/material placed over windows.
Note: Explain in narrative.

49. IMPROPER START FROM PARKED POSITION • When a driver makes an unsafe move-
ment from a parked position and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 67

50. LOAD NOT SECURED - When an unsecured or improperly secured load shifts or falls
from a vehicle and contributes to the accident.

51. OPENED DOOR INTO TRAFFIC LANE -When a door of a vehicle is opened into a traffic
lane and contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 176

52. OVERSIZE VEHICLE OR LOAD - When a vehicle with an oversize load or an oversize
vehicle, or manufactured housing because of its oversize contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: VCS, 6701d-11

53. OVERTAKE AND PASS INSUFFICIENT CLEARANCE • When an overtaking vehicle does
not have sufficient space to safely return to the right side of the roadway, because of
oncoming traffic, and such action contributes to the accident by interfering with the
oncoming vehicle or the vehicle overtaken.
Legal Reference: Section 56

54. PARKED AND FAILED TO SET BRAKES - When failure to set the brakes on a vehicle
that was parked and left unattended contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 97

55. PARKED IN TRAFFIC LANE - When any vehicle is not legally stopped, standing, or park
ed in a traffic lane and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Sections 93, 95, and 96

56. PARKED WITHOUT LIGHTS -When a vehicle is parked without lights in violation of an'
provision of Section 121 and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 121
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57. PASSED IN NO PASSING ZONE -When a vehicle overtakes and passes another vehicle

in a no passing zone and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 58

58. PASSED ON RIGHT SHOULDER - When a vehicle is illegally overtaking or passing

another vehicle on the right shoulder and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 54A

59. PEDESTRIAN FAILED TO YIELD RIGHT OF WAY TO VEHICLE -When a pedestrian fails
to yield to vehicular traffic and such action cont-ibutes to the accident.

Legal Reference: Sections 77, 78, 80 or 96

60. SPEEDING - UNSAFE (UNDER LIMIT) - When a vehicle is traveling under the maximum
legal speed limit; however, at a speed that is unsafe for the conditions then existing
and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 166(a), (b), (c)

61. SPEEDING - OVER LIMIT - When a vehicle is traveling over the legal speed limit and
such action contributes to the accident.
Note: Factors 22, 60, and 61 cannot apply to the same unit.
Legal Reference: Section 166(a)

62. TAKING MEDICATION - When a driver is taking medication (prescription or over the
counter). (Show in other factors/conditions section.) (List medication taken in narrative.)

63. TURNED IMPROPERLY - CUT CORNER ON LEFT - When a vehicle starts its left turn

too soon and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 65(b)

64. TURNED IMPROPERLY - WIDE RIGHT - When a vehicle turns right on a roadway and
fails to keep as near as practical to the right curb or edge of roadway but not to the
degree that it could be called "turn from wrong lane," and such action contributes to
the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 65(a)

65. TURNED IMPROPERLY - WRONG LANE - When a vehicle turns right or left from the
wrong lane and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 65

66. TURNED WHEN UNSAFE - When a vehicle turns right or left or moves from a direct
course when such turn or movement could not be made safely and such action con-
tributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 68

67. UNDER INFLUENCE - ALCOHOL When the intoxicated condition of the driver,
pedestrian or pedalcyclist, due to consuming alcoholic beverages is a factor that con-
tributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: VCS 6701/-1

68. UNDER INFLUENCE - DRUG - When the intoxicated condition of a driver, pedestrian

or pedalcyclist, due to taking drugs is a factor that contributes to the accident.
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Legal Reference: VCS 67011-1

69. WRONG SIDE - APPROACH OR IN INTERSECTION - When a vehicle is overtaking and
passing another vehicle left of the center of the roadway either approaching or travers-
ing an intersection and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 57

70. WRONG SIDE - NOT PASSING • When a vehicle is driven on the wrong side of the road-
way not in the act of overtaking and passing another vehicle traveling in the same direc-
tion and such action contributes to the accident.
Legal Reference: Section 52

71. WRONG WAY - ONE-WAY ROAD - When a vehicle is driven the wrong way on a one-way
roadway or the wrong way on a divided highway and such action contributes to the
accident.
Legal Reference: Section 59

72. OTHER FACTOR (Write in on line below , explain in narrative if necessary) - Identify any
factor or condition that does not belong in any of the preceding 71 categories.

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE SUPPLEMENT TO THE

TEXAS PEACE OFFICER'S ACCIDENT REPORT

The Commercial Motor Vehicle Supplement has been designed to satisfy the information needs
regarding the involvement of commercial motor vehicles in traffic accidents. The data on the
reports will be used to satisfy the sanctioning requirements of the Commercial Driver's License
Law and to provide data for the regulation of motor carriers through the Motor Carrier Safety
Program. In addition, this information will be made available to the Federal Highway Administra-
tion's Safetynet program and will be provided to the local agencies which collect this data.

It is the Department's intent to limit the amount of redundant information on this supplement;
however, certain duplicate information is necessary to insure the supplement can be properly
matched to the appropriate ST-3 (Texas Peace Officer's Accident Report).

GENERAL

A separate commercial supplement is to be completed on each commercial motor vehicle in-
volved in a motor vehicle accident. This supplement(s) must be attached to the basic peace
officer's accident report. A commercial motor vehicle for supplemental reporting is defined as:

1. Any motor vehicle or towed vehicle with a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) or a
Registered Gross Vehicle Weight (RGVW), whichever is greater, of 10,001 lbs. or more, or
any combination of vehicles where the Gross Combined Weight Rating (GCWR) or the total
RGVW of the combination is 10,001 lbs. or more.

1.1 GVWR and RGVW are both defined as the weight of the fully equipped vehicle plus
its net carrying capacity. The GCWR is the combined weight rating of a motor vehi-
cle and a towed unit(s). On occasion, the GVWR and the RGVW will differ. In those
situations, the greater weight value will be used to determine if this form must be
completed.
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1.2 The GVWR of a motor vehicle normally can be found on an information plate on the
driver's door or door post. The GVWR of a tra ler normally can be found on an infor-
mation plate near the front left portion of the trailer. If the vehicle does not have an
information plate or it is illegible, use RGVW. For combination or token trailers, see
1.6 below.

1.3 On vehicles registered in Texas, the RGVW is shown on the registration receipt under
"gross weight". Commercial motor vehicles are required to carry the registration
receipt.

1.4 In the event the registration receipt is not available, RGVW can normally be obtained
by a complete registration check. Exception: If the vehicle has exempt license
plates (i.e. owned by a government entity) no RGVW will be shown. In those instances,
GVWR must be used.

1.5 If GVWR is used to determine the need to complete this supplement, GVWR for the
motor vehicle and each trailer(s) must be obtained and shown in the appropriate
blank(s).

1.6 If RGVW is used to determine the need to complete this supplement, the RGVW should

be obtained for each motor vehicle and trailer in the combination unless the com-
bination is registered as a combinationltoken vehicle or as an apportioned vehicle.
In those situations the license plates will indicate combination/token or apportion-
ed. If the vehicle is registered as a combination/token or apportioned vehicle, the en-
tire registered gross weight will be shown on the power unit and the trailer will not
carry a RGVW. In those instances, show the RGVW of the combination in the power
unit and show zero (0) on the trailer(s).

1.7 RGVW for out-of-state vehicles and trailer(s) may be obtained from registration receipts
issued by the licensing state, temporary permits, cab cards or other documents or
as in 1.4 above.

2. Any bus, which shall include every motor vehic e with a seating capacity of more than fif-

teen (15) passengers (including the driver) and used for the transportation of persons. The
seating capacity of a bus (excluding school buses) shall be determined by allowing one
(1) passenger for each sixteen (16) inches of seat space. The seating capacity of a school
bus shall be determined by allowing one (1) passenger for each thirteen (13) inches of seat
space.

3. Any motor vehicle hauling hazardous materials which is required to be placarded under
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUPPLEMENT COMPLETION

Each data element is numbered to assist in the completion of the form. The following instruc-
tions will relate to these item numbers.
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ACCIDENT INFORMATION (Items 1.6)
ST-3C (1/94) COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE SUPPLEMENT TO THE TEXAS PEACE OFFICER'S ACCIDENT REPORT

ACCIDENT INFORMATION

LDC NO.
COUNTY ____ _- 0 CITY OR TOWN ____ NOT WITE IN

THIS SPACE
0 ROAD ON WHICH ACCIDENT OCCUARRED __

BLOCK N0. STREET 0R ROAD NAME ROUTE NUMBER

DATE OF ACCIDENT HR19_ DAY OF WEEK _ ____P OUA _ _ PM MIDNIGHT SO SATE) MCS N0

Complete the information in this section (items 1-6) exactly as shown on the ST-3, to which
this supplement refers. This is to assure the supplement and other reports are properly related
to each other.

If your agency or service assigns an incident or report number to the accident report, the block
titled "LOC. NO. ___" may be used to show this number. The "MCS NO. _" block must be
left blank. --

DRIVER INFORMATION (Items 7.12)

DRIVER INFORMATION

O NAME _0 SO RIVER'S LICENSE__LAST FIRST MIDDLE STATE NUMBER

DRIVER'S LICENSE CLASS/TYPE _0 RESTRICTIONS _ __ ENDORSEMENTS DRIVER'S DOB
COL Q YES Q NO 

MONTH DAY TEAR

ITEMS 7.8 NAME AND DRIVER'S LICENSE

Complete items 7 and 8 exactly as shown on the ST-3. This is to allow an accurate link of the
supplemental information to the appropriate unit/driver on the ST-3. If driver is not
licensed show "none". Do not show "unknown" unless absolutely impossible to determine
license status.

ITEM 9 DRIVER'S LICENSE CLASS/TYPE

Indicate the appropriate class or type of license in item 9. Indicate by checking either the yes
or no block whether the license is a Commercial Driver License (CDL).

1. A driver with a Class A license would be shown:
"A"

If there is no specific indication that the license is a Commercial Driver License (CDL),
the "No" block would be checked.

2. A driver with a Class A-CDL (Commercial Driver License) would be shown:
"A"

Since this specifically states this is a CDL, the "Yes" block will be checked.

3. A driver with a Commercial Operator or Chauffeur License would be shown:
"Commercial Operator",
"Chauf" or "Chauffeur"

If there is no specific indication that the license is a Commercial Driver License (CDL),
the "No" block would be checked.

It is of critical importance to identify a Commercial Driver License (CDL) issued in accordance
with the Federal Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Licenses issued under those provi-
sions must have either "Commercial Driver License" or "CDL" or both on their face. Following
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are samples of the Texas licenses being issued beginning 9-17-90. These samples illustrate

where this information is located on Texas Licenses.

OLD FORMAT NEW FORMAT
(ISSUED PRIOR TO 9-17.90)

(COMMERCIAL DRIVER LICENSE OR CDL)

(DRIVER LICENSE) - -- -

(DRIVER LICENSE)

HEADER '- 'i
BAR -. .:. -

(ID CARD) /VT W -

- -- - :,. -- (ID CARD)

ITEMS 10-11 RESTRICTIONS - ENDORSEMENTS

Enter the restriction code(s) in item 10 for any restriction(s) which may be shown on the license.

A restriction places limitations or special requirements on the license. Enter any endorsement(s)

shown on the license in item 11. An endorsement authorizes the operation of certain types

of vehicles. If there are no restrictions and/or endorsements on a license, indicate "None" in

items 10 and/or 11 as applicable.

Examples:
1. If a person holds a Texas license with an "A" restriction, this person must wear correc-

tive lenses in order to operate a motor vehicle. In this situation, enter "A" in item 10,
regardless of whether the driver was actually wearing his lenses or not.

2. As commercial drivers licenses are issued, endorsements may be shown on licenses.
For example, a person may have a "T" shown in the endorsement field of his/her license.

Endorsement "T" authorizes a person to operate a truck-tractor towing 2 semi-
trailers/trailers. If the license of this driver has such an endorsement, enter "T" in item 11.

ITEM 12 DRIVERS DOB

Enter the driver's date of birth in item 12.

CARRIER INFORMATION (Items 13-18)

CARlRIERl INFORMATION
R E VEHICLE OPERATION _ INTERSTATE COMMERCE -_ INTRASTATE COMMERCE NAME SOURCE SHIPPING PAPERS t DRIVER

5 CARRIER'S CORPORATE NAME SIDE OF VEHICLE OTHER

S CARRIER'S PRIMARY ADDRESS
NUMBER STRfEET CITY STATE ZIP

0 CARRIER ID TYPE: _ ICC DOT L_ RRC [I OTHER NONE t9 CARRIER IT N0.

[ITEM 13 VEHICLE OPERATION: INTERSTATE - INTRASTATE

The identification of the type of commerce is critical since it determines which laws and regula-

tions apply to the operation of the vehicle.
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Indicate by checking the appropriate block in item 13 whether the operation of the vehicle
at the time of the accident was in interstate commerce or intrastate commerce. Interstate com-
merce and intrastate commerce are defined as follows:

1. Interstate Commerce means the transportation of persons or property which crosses
a state or international boundary.

2. Intrastate Commerce means the transportation of persons or property within a state
where the point of origin and destination point of the property are within the state and
no state line or international boundary is crossed.

The bill of lading origin and destination information may be one source available to make this
determination.

Examples:
1. A shipment of property which originates in Atlanta, Georgia has a final destination of

El Paso, Texas. The property is off-loaded at a terminal in Dallas and transferred to another
vehicle for completion of the journey. Based on these circumstances, if the bill of lading
shows origin as Atlanta, Georgia and final destination as El Paso, Texas, the leg of the
trip from Dallas to El Paso is still considered Interstate Commerce, even though that
vehicle may not have actually travelled outside Texas.

2. Under the same set of circumstances in example 1, the Dallas terminal is a distribution
warehouse of some type, and the bill of lading shows origin as Atlanta, Georgia and
the final destination point as Dallas. The subsequent transportation of the property from
Dallas to El Paso would be considered Intrastate Commerce, provided the bill of lading
indicated Dallas as origin and El Paso as destination and the actual transportation of
the property did not cross a state or international border.

3. A load of property is being transported from El Paso to Lubbock. The bill of lading in-
dicates El Paso as point of origin and Lubbock as point of destination. The driver cuts
through New Mexico to save time and mileage. This would be Interstate Commerce.

[ ITEM 14 NAME SOURCE

Indicate by checking the appropriate block in Item 14 where the Name Source of the Motor
Carrier was obtained.

ITEMS 15.16 CARRIERS CORPORATE NAME/ADDRESS

In items 15 and 16, enter the motor carrier's corporate name and address. A motor carrier is
defined as any "for hire" (common, specialized or contract) carrier of property or passengers
by motor vehicle or any private carrier of property by motor vehicle. This may or may not be
the actual owner of the vehicle as shown on the registration receipt.

Examples:
1. John Doe is the registered owner and operator of a truck leased to ABC Transport, a

"for hire" carrier. ABC Transport is the motor carrier.

2. A truck owned by and registered to a bona fide truck leasing company as approved by
DPS under VCS 6701c-1 Sec. 2, is operated by an employee of the truck leasing com-
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pany at the time of the accident. That truck leasing company should be shown as the
carrier.

3. A truck owned by and registered to a bona fide !easing company and leased to ABC

Transport (lessee) and is involved in an accident while being operated by an employee

of the lessee, should show the name of the lessee.

4. A person rents a motor vehicle from U-Haul or another bona fide leasing company to
move his/her household furniture under a short term rental agreement. In this situation,
the registered owner (rental company) should be shown.

ITEMS 17.18 CARRIER ID TYPE - NUMBER

Most carriers operating a commercial motor vehicle should be assigned an identification

number by one or more regulatory agencies. For example, carriers operating in interstate com-
merce normally will have an Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) number. They may also

have a Department of Transportation (DOT), Texas Railroad Commission (RRC) number or an

ID number issued by another state. If a carrier has more than one ID number, priority should
be given in this order: ICC, DOT, RRC or other. If other is checked, specify which type. If no

ID is available, check none. Check the ID number type in item 17 for the Carrier ID number

entered in item 18. Information can be found on the side of the power unit or the cab card.

MOTOR VEHICLE INFORMATION (Items 19.31)

MOTOR VEHICLE INFORMATION TO LICENSE PLATE _ _ _ TOTAL 03 TOTAL 24 AIR BRAKE

YEAR STATE NUMBER NUMBER OF NUMBER OF Q YES •

1B UNIT NUMBER ON ST-3 GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING ALES TIRES Li NO

REGISTERED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT L.. _

VEHICLE TYPE CARGO BODY STYLE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS [] YES
TRANSPORTING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS [ NO

1-TRUCK 1-VAN/ENCLOSED BOX 5-SPECIALIZED 1. CLASS IT No.

2-TRUCK TRACTOR 2-0UMP 6-CEMENT MIXER 2. CLASS _ ID No.

3-VAN 3-CARG TANK 7-FLATBED 3. CLASS _ IT No.

4-BUS 4-GARBAGE/REFUSE 8-NA (ie. TRUCK TRACTOR. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RELEASED
5-AUTOMOBILE AUTO OR BUS)

6-OTHER 9-OTHER _ _ _ YES NO

19 VEHICLE USE CARGO TYPE 1-GENERAL FREIGHT A-ROCK. DIRT, SANT. GRAVEL, ETC.
1-FARM 6-TRANSPORT PERSONAL PROPERTY 2-GAS IN BULK 9-MACHINERY
2-MILITARY 7-TRANSPORT SICK OR INJURED 3-LIQUIDS IN BULK 10-CONSTRUCTITN MATERIAL

3-RECREATIONAL OR HUMAN CORPSES 4-SOULIDS IN BULK 11-DAIRY PRODUCTS
4-FIREFIGHTER 8-PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION OF 5-PRODUCE 12-OTHER (SPECIFY)
5-SCHOOL BUS PASSENGERS 6-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 13-EMPTY

g.OTHER 7-LIVESTOCK 14-NUT APPLICABLE (UNIT NOT
EQUIPPED FOR CARGO)

30 IF THIS VEHICLE TYPE IS A BUS. SHOW THE NUMBER OF PASSENGERS THE 8US IS EQUIPPED TO CARY (INCLUDING THE DRIVER)

SHOW THE NUMBER OF TRAILER(S) /SEMI-TRAILER(S) THIS MOTOR VEHICLE IS TOWING. COMPLETE TRAILER INFORMATION BELOW AS APPLICABLE

ITEM 19 UNIT NUMBER ON ST-3

Enter the unit number from the ST-3 for this motor vehicle in item 19.

ITEM 20 LICENSE PLATE

Show the registration year, state and number.

ITEM 21 GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING - REGISTERED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT

Check the appropriate block and enter the GVWR or RGVW as applicable.
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ITEM 22 TOTAL NUMBER OF AXLES

Show the number of axles which this vehicle and its trailer(s), if any, are equipped. Include
auxiliary axles which may be in a raised position.

1 2 3

(3 axles - 6 tires)

2 3 4 5

(5 axles -18 tires)

A single unit dump truck has a steering axle at the front with two tires and a tandem axle
(2 axles) at the rear, each with two tires. The total number of axles is 3. The total number
of tires is 6.

A truck-tractor is towing a semi-trailer and a trailer in combination. The truck-tractor has
a steering axle each with single tire on each side, plus a single drive axle, with two tires
on each side. The semi-trailer has one axle at its rear, with two tires on each side and the
trailer has 2 axles, with two tires on each side. The total number of axles for the combina-
tion is equal to five (5). The total number of tires is eighteen (18).

[ ITEM 23 TIRES

Show only the number of tires that are in contact with the road surface; exclude any tires that
are attached to auxiliary axle assemblies that are not in actual contact with the road surface.

ITEM 24 AIR BRAKES

Check yes if the vehicle was equipped with air brakes or partial air brakes. If equipped with
any other brake system, check no.

ITEM 25 VEHICLE TYPE

Enter the appropriate code value which best represents the vehicle type involved in the acci-
dent. The specific vehicle types for each code value are defined as follows:

1. Truck

Every motor vehicle designed, used or maintained primarily for the transportation of
property. Pickups which meet reporting criteria are included in this type.

O O

2. Truck-Tractor

Motor vehicle designed and used primarily for drawing other vehicles and not so con-
structed as to carry a load other than a part of the weight of the vehicle and load so
drawn. Each of the following towing units are truck tractors.
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0o 00 -
(Bob-tail)

3. Van

Includes vehicles such as delivery vans, step vans, etc.

4. Bus

A motor vehicle designed to carry more than 15 passengers (including the driver).

0 0

5. Automobile

A motor vehicle designed for carrying passengers and used for the transportation of
persons, which is not classified as a van or bus.

6. Other

Any other type motor vehicle.

ITEM 26 CARGO BODY STYLE

Enter the appropriate code value which best represents the Cargo Body Style of the vehicle
involved in the accident. This code only applies to the towing unit in a combination and the
physical description of the vehicle. Trailer information, if any, will be collected later. The specific
Cargo Body Styles for each value are defined as follows:

1. Van/Enclosed Box

A truck/vehicle having an enclosed body integral to the frame of the motor vehicle. A
truck of this type which is refrigerated, would be coded as a van/enclosed box rather
than a specialized truck.
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2. Dump

A truck designed to haul rock, dirt, sand, gravel and similar materials and equipped with
mechanical means for unloading.

3. Cargo Tank

Any motor vehicle that is designed to transport any liquid or gaseous material within
a tank that is permanently or temporarily attached to the vehicle or the chassis.

4. Garbage/Refuse

A truck with a body style specifically designed to collect and transport garbage or refuse.
This includes both conventional rear loading and over-the-top bucket-loading garbage
trucks.

5. Specialized

A vehicle not designed or used primarily for the transportation of persons or property
and only incidentally operated on a highway. This includes but is not limited to: ditchdig-
ging apparatus, self-propelled cranes, oil well drilling units, well boring apparatus, etc.

6. Cement Mixer

A truck with a body specifically designed to mix or agitate concrete.
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7. Flatbed

A truck with a flat load bearing surface which normally does not have fixed, permanent

sides, but may be equipped with removable side-boards.

8. Not Applicable - NA

This code will be used if this vehicle is not equipped to carry any load, i.e. a truck-tractor,
automobile or bus.

9. Other

A vehicle which does not fit one of the previous categories. Specify in the blank provid-

ed the type of truck being reported.

ITEM 27 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

In item 27, indicate by checking the appropriate block whether this motor vehicle was transpor-

ting hazardous materials. If motor vehicle is not hauling hazardous materials, the class, ID
no. and discharge information should be left blank. Do not consider fuel from the motor vehi-

cle fuel tank as the transportation of hazardous ma-erials.

Example:
1. If this unit is a truck-tractor/semi-trailer combination, and only the semi-trailer is load-

ed with hazardous materials, the proper coding in item 27 would be "no" since the truck-
tractor is not hauling hazardous materials. The hazardous materials data would be shown

in the appropriate trailer information.

If yes is checked for this motor vehicle, then show the hazardous materials) class number(s)
and four-digit identification number(s) in the spaces provided. Information on up to 3 hazar-

dous materials can be reported.

The hazardous materials class and ID numbers should be taken from the shipping papers or
bill of lading. The following paper is only illustrative since shipping papers and bills of lading

may differ in format.

Example:
..

to +r r" o +" Coraiart[ Q +r n
COD. 

c o. o. ace

- e[rcr+rn++ r "rna.v, vccuc ."" "+o ac[nro+[ -ruc. [ a... o. . u ........ r w wit wa. "

1 TT Acetone, Flammable i UN1090 85 000

These shipping papers must be carried in the cat of the vehicle.
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If the shipping papers or bill of lading are not available or if the class and ID numbers cannot
be located on these documents, the class and ID numbers may be taken directly from the
placarding.

The hazardous material class can often be located in the lower corner of the diamond shaped
hazardous material warning placard.

Example:

n

1090

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CLASS - 3

There are nine (9) classes of hazardous materials. These are:

Class 1 -Explosives
Class 2 - Gases
Class 3 - Flammable liquids
Class 4 - Flammable solids: spontaneously combustible materials and, materials dan-

gerous when wet
Class 5 -Oxidizers and Organic Peroxides
Class 6 -Poisonous and Etiologic (infectious) materials
Class 7 -Radioactive materials
Class 8 - Corrosives
Class 9 - Miscellaneous hazardous materials

The ID number can also be found in the diamond shaped label or on an orange panel on tank
vehicles.

Example:

1090
If hazardous materials were being transported, indicate whether they were released (discharged,
spilled, etc.) by marking the appropriate block.
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ITEM 28 VEHICLE USE

Indicate the use of the vehicle at the time of the accident by checking the appropriate block.

Vehicle use must be based on the following criteria:

1. Farm vehicle

Consider the vehicle a farm vehicle only if all of the following conditions are met:

1) the vehicle is controlled and operated by a farmer (includes a farmer's employee);
2) used to transport agricultural products, farm machinery, or farm supplies to or from

a farm;
3) not used in the operation of a common or contract carrier; and
4) is being used within 150 air miles of the farmer's farm.

All of these conditions must be met in order to check the Farm block.

2. Military vehicle

A military vehicle must be operated for military purposes by military personnel. This
includes all active duty military personnel, members of the reserves or national guard
on active duty, including personnel on full-time national guard duty, personnel on part-
time training and national guard military technicians.

3. Recreational vehicles (RV)

Consider the vehicle a recreational vehicle only if it is being operated for personal use.
An RV operated for hire would not be considered an RV in this section.

4. Firefighter

A fire-fighting vehicle necessary to the preservation of life or property or the execution
of emergency functions.

5. School Bus

A motor vehicle used for the transportation of any school pupil at or below the 12th grade
level to or from a public or private school or school related activity. To be considered
a school bus, the bus must be national school bus yellow, have the wording school bus
and flashing red and amber lights at the front and rear of the bus, and the identification
of the school district or company operating the bus. Any other bus transporting school
pupils which is not marked in that manner is not considered a school

bus.

6. Transport Personal Property

If this motor vehicle is being used to transport personal property, indicate by using this
code. For example, if the vehicle is a U-Haul truck being used by an individual to transport
his/her household belongings, this code would apply.
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7. Transport Sick or Injured or Human Corpses

If this motor vehicle is transporting sick or injured persons or human corpses, indicate
by using this code.

8. Private Transportation of Passengers

If this motor vehicle is engaged in the private transportation of passengers, use this
code. An example of the private transportation of passengers would be a church bus
or day care bus or van.

9. Other

If the vehicle use does not fit into one of the preceding categories, code Other.

ITEM 29 CARGO TYPE

The code number next to the cargo type which most closely relates to the type of cargo being
transported should be shown in the block of item 29. If the vehicle is a truck and is designed
to carry property but is currently empty, code "13-EMPTY". If the vehicle is a truck tractor or
specialized truck, it is not designed to carry property and should be coded "14-NOT
APPLICABLE".

ITEM 30 BUS

If the vehicle is a bus, show the number of passengers (Including the driver) the bus is equipped
to carry. If the vehicle is not a bus, leave item 30 blank.

ITEM 31 NUMBER OF TRAILERS/SEMI-TRAILERS

Show in item 31 the number of trailers the vehicle is towing. If none, show zero (0). (Include
Manufactured Housing.)

TRAILER NUMBER 1 (2) INFORMATION [Items 32-37 (38-43)]

TRAILER NUMBER 1 INFORMATION TRAILER TYPE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS QYES
© UICENSE PLATE __ __ TRANSPORTING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS Q YE

YEAR STATE NUMBER 1-FULL TRAILER 1. CLASS ID N0. D RU
2-SEMI-TRAILER 2. CLASS ID N0.

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING Q 3-POLE TRAILER 3. CLASS_ ID N0.
REGISTERED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT Q HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RELEASED QYES L NO
TRAILER CARGO BODY STYLE CARGO TYPE

1-VAN/ENCLOSED BOX S-SPECIALIZED 1-GENERAL FREIGHT 6-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 11-DAIRY PRODUCTS2-DUMP 6-FLATBED 2-GAS IN BULK 7-LIVESTOCK 12-0THERIsp...3-CARGO TANK 7-AUTD-TRANSPORT 3-LIQUID IN BULK 8-ROCK,DIRT,SAND,GRAVEL,ETC 13-EMPTYH-LIVESTOCK H-OTHER 4-SOLIDS IN BULK 9-MACHINERY 14-NT APPLICABLE (UNIT NOT
5-PRODUCE 10-CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL EQUIPPED FOR CARGO)

TRAILER NUMBER 2 INFORMATION TRAILER TYPE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS QYES
LICENSE PLATE __ TRANSPORTING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS Q NBYEAR STATE NUMBER 1-FULL TRAILER 1. CLASS ______ IA NO.___ N_

2-SEMI-TRAILER 2. CLASS_ _ 10 N0.
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING Q3-POLE TRAILER 3. CASS 10 N0.
REGISTERED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT Q HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RELEASED QYES RNO
TRAILER CARGO BODY STYLE CARGO TYPE

1-VAN/ENCLOSED BOX 5-SPECIALIZED 1-GENERAL FREIGHT 6-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 11-DAIRY PRODUCTS2-DUMP E-FLATBED l 2-GAS IN BULK 7-LIVESTOCK 12-OTHERI,.. 1l3-CARGO TANK 7-AUTO-TRANSPORT 3-L10U0O IN BULK B-RDCK,DIRT.SAND,GRAVEL,ETC. 13-EMPTY4-LIVESTOCK 8-OTHER-_ 4-SOUDS IN BULK 9-MACHINERY 14-NOT APPLICABLE (UNIT NOT5-PRODUCE 10-CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL EQUIPPED FOR CARAG)
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Trailer information will be completed based on the number of trailers being towed as shown
in item 31. If no trailers are being towed, neither trailer section will need completion. If one

(1) trailer is being towed, only trailer one (1) information is required. If two (2) trailers are being

towed, complete both trailer sections. Should more than two trailers be in the combination,
show the actual number in item 31 and complete the info-mation on the first two trailers only.

In order to avoid repetition, the instructions for trailer section 1 and 2 will be combined. Item

numbers for trailer 2's section will be shown in parentheses next to trailer 1's item numbers.

ITEM 32 (38) LICENSE PLATE

Show in item 32 (38) the registration year, state and number.

ITEM 33 (39) GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING-REGISTERED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT

Show the GVWR or RGVW for the trailer(s). If RGVW is being reported and this trailer(s) has

either token or apportioned plates, the entire registered weight will be shown on the towing

unit and zero should be shown for item 33 (39). If the trailer(s) registration is other than token

or apportioned, then the actual registered weight for the trailer should be shown. If GVWR

is being used, then the GVWR for the trailer(s) will be shown. Check the block indicating whether

GVWR or RGVW was used.

ITEM 34 (40) TRAILER TYPE

Enter the appropriate code value which best represent's the type of trailer(s) being reported.

There are three types of towed units which can be reported on this supplement. These are:

1. Trailer

A vehicle, other than a pole trailer, designed for carrying persons or property and for
being drawn by a motor vehicle and constructed so that no part of its weight rests upon
the towing unit.

(Trailer)

2. Semi-trailer

A vehicle, other than a pole trailer, designed for carrying persons or property and for

being drawn by a motor vehicle and so const-ucted that some part of its weight and
that of its load rests upon or is carried by arother vehicle.
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3. Pole trailer

A vehicle designed to be drawn by another vehicle and attached to the towing vehicle
by means of a reach, or pole, or by being boomed or otherwise secured to the towing
vehicle, and ordinarily used for transporting long or irregularly shaped loads such as
poles, pipes, or structural members which generally are capable of sustaining themselves
as beams between the supporting connections.

ITEM 35 (41) HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

In item 35 (41), indicate whether the trailer(s) is hauling hazardous materials, the class, ID no.
and whether hazardous materials was released. This will be shown in accordance with the
instruction for the motor vehicle in item 27. Please refer to item 27 for detailed instructions
(page 37).

ITEM 36 (42) TRAILER CARGO BODY STYLE

Enter the appropriate code value which best represents the Trailer Cargo Body Style in the
block in item 36 (42). The specific Cargo Body Styles for each code value are defined as follows:

1. Van/Enclosed Box

A trailer/semi-trailer having an enclosed body. A trailer of this type which is refrigerated,
would be coded as a van/enclosed box rather than a specialized trailer.

2. Dump

A trailerlsemi-trailer designed to haul rock, dirt, sand, gravel and similar materials and
equipped with mechanical means for unloading.

3. Cargo Tank

A trailer/semi-trailer designed to transport any liquid or gaseous material within a tank.

O_ '0
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4. Livestock

A trailer/semi-trailer designed to carry livestock.

5. Specialized

A trailer/semi-trailer so designed to be used primarily for transportation of specialized
equipment. This includes but is not limited to: ditch digging apparatus, oil well drilling

units, well boring apparatus, etc.

6. Flatbed

A trailer/semi-trailer with or without removeable sideboards.

0 0 0 -C
(Flatbed)

7. Auto-Transport

A trailer/semi-trailer specifically designed to transport other motor vehicles.

8. Other

Any trailer/semi-trailer not falling under any of the above descriptive categories. (A pole
trailer should be coded "Other".)

ITEM 37 (43) CARGO TYPE

Enter the appropriate code value which best represents the type of cargo being transported

in the block in item 37 (43). If the trailer or semi-trailer is empty, code "13-EMPTY". If it is not

designed to carry cargo, i.e. a specialized trailer, code "14-NOT APPLICABLE".

ITEM 44 SIGNATURE

SINATRE COMPETING SUPPLEMENT DEPARTMENT PPLEENT MADE _

The investigator completing this supplement should sign the report, indicate the agency's name
and date the supplement.
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